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Dopamine controls motor functions, motivation, and reward-

related learning through G-protein coupled receptor signaling.

The current working model is that upon release, dopamine

diffuses to influence many target cells via wide-spread

receptors. Recent studies, however, suggest that dopamine

release is fast and generates small signaling hotspots. In this

review, we summarize progress on the understanding of the

dopamine release apparatus and evaluate how its properties

may shape dopamine signaling during firing. We discuss how

mechanisms of regulation may act through this machinery and

propose that striatal architecture for dopamine signaling may

have evolved to support rapid dopamine coding.
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Introduction
The midbrain dopamine system is composed of two major

pathways with distinct functions [1–3]. The nigrostriatal

pathway originates from dopamine neurons in the sub-

stantia nigra pars compacta (SNc), projects to the dorsal

striatum, and is mostly associated with motor control. The

mesolimbic pathway consists of dopamine neuron somata

in the ventral tegmental area and projects to the ventral

striatum, also known as the nucleus accumbens, for the

control of reward processing. Functions of these pathways

are affected in many brain disorders including Parkinson’s

disease, schizophrenia and addiction. Most midbrain

dopamine neurons have spontaneous pacemaker firing

at 0.2–10 Hz and can switch to synchronous burst firing,

which is important in each pathway for controlling respec-

tive behaviors. Detailed and specific insight into the

molecular machinery for dopamine release is sparse,

and mechanisms are often assumed from studies of fast

synaptic vesicle exocytosis or of neuroendocrine secre-

tion. We here review recent progress on the dopamine

secretory apparatus and discuss how axonal mechanisms
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shape and regulate dopamine signaling with spatial and

temporal precision. Dopamine is also released in the

midbrain from somata and dendrites. While we focus

on axonal dopamine release and compare its mechanisms

to release of fast synaptic neurotransmitters, we include

important recent advances in the understanding of soma-

todendritic release for comparison.

Exocytotic release of dopamine
At fast synapses, the force for fusion of synaptic vesicles

with the presynaptic plasma membrane is provided by

formation of the SNARE complex between the vesicular

SNARE Synaptobrevin-2/VAMP-2 and the plasma mem-

brane SNARE proteins Syntaxin-1 and SNAP-25 [4].

Synaptic vesicle release is restricted to release sites called

active zones, which precisely align neurotransmitter

secretion with postsynaptic sensing mechanisms. This

architecture warrants rapid and efficient exchange of

information [5]. The active zone consists of protein scaf-

folds that dock and prime a small portion of neurotrans-

mitter-filled vesicles close to voltage-gated Ca2+ channels

[6]. When an action potential depolarizes the presynaptic

plasma membrane, Ca2+ enters through these channels

and rapidly triggers vesicle fusion via the Ca2+ sensors

Synaptotagmin 1, 2 or 9 [4,7]. Neurotransmitters are then

released and diffuse across the synaptic cleft to activate

postsynaptic receptors.

Compared to fast synapses, the secretory biology of

dopamine neurons exhibits unique properties. Instead

of forming classical point-to-point synapses, vesicle filled

en-passant boutons of dopamine axons, called varicosi-

ties, are typically not associated with postsynaptic densi-

ties [8] (but see Ref. [9��]). Dopamine receptors, which

are G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) [10], are nor-

mally encountered outside of synaptic areas [9��,11,12].
In addition to axonal release, dopamine neurons also

secrete dopamine from their cell bodies and dendrites,

referred to as somatodendritic release [13–15]. Together,

these distinct morphological features indicate that dopa-

mine transmission is different from classical synaptic

transmission. A prominent model is that dopamine func-

tions through volume transmission, in which neurotrans-

mitters diffuse in tissue to activate relatively distant

receptors for signaling [16,17]. It has remained unclear

whether dopamine release is mediated by the same

protein machinery that is employed at fast synapses.

Alternative hypotheses are that dopamine release is more

similar to slower forms of secretion, for example those

employed by neuroendocrine cells for hormone secretion

or those for neuropeptide secretion. Although much less

is known about the molecular architecture and functions
www.sciencedirect.com
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Box 1 Measurements of dopamine release.

Electrochemical detection

Fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) is widely used for detecting

dopamine release (see Ref. [34�] for an example). A small carbon

fiber electrode is placed into the tissue in vivo or in vitro and a

triangular wave (typically �0.6 to 1 V) is applied at a fast scan rate

(>400 V/s). Different compounds generate oxidation and reduction

currents at different voltages during the scan, with the peak current

for dopamine appearing at �0.6 V. The acquisition rate is usually set

at 10 Hz but can be as high as 100 Hz. FSCV requires subtraction of a

baseline current and is, therefore, only suitable to report changes in

dopamine, and the scan rate is slow compared to the speed of

exocytosis.

Amperometry is similar, but a constant potential (�0.6 V for dopa-

mine) is applied to the electrode (see Refs. [25,30�] for examples). Its

advantage is the high temporal resolution, which is limited only by

the sampling rate. The specificity for dopamine is limited and

amperometry can only be used when dopamine is the major elec-

troactive substance. Oxidation consumes dopamine, which may

contribute to the decay of the signal.

Microdialysis followed by high performance liquid chromatography

is used to measure absolute dopamine levels in vivo (see Refs.

[30�,48�] for examples). Its advantage is that it is sufficiently sensitive

to determine basal dopamine levels of the brain of a living animal, but

the low temporal resolution makes it unsuited to assess fast dopa-

mine transients, and tissue damage by the probe may influence the

measurements.

Whole-cell recording

D2 IPSC recordings report the activation of dopamine D2 receptors.

In midbrain dopamine neurons, D2 receptors are coupled to G-

protein activated inwardly rectifying potassium channels (GIRK) to

produce an inhibitory postsynaptic current (IPSC) upon activation by

dopamine [13]. In the striatum, endogenous D2-coupled GIRKs are

not present, but GIRKs can be virally expressed to report D2 acti-

vation [52,53�]. D2 IPSCs do not report all dopamine release, but only

release that activates D2 receptors. The method relies on GPCR

signal transduction, which produces a delay of �50–100 ms between

dopamine release and detection.

LGC-53 is a dopamine sensitive chloride channel expressed in C.
elegans. When medium spiny neurons are transduced with viruses

for striatal expression of LGC-53, a fast chloride current with good

sensitivity and specificity for dopamine is measured [24]. It is unclear

how the localization of virally expressed LGC-53 compares to that of

dopamine receptors and how its activation relates to the activation of

endogenous receptors.

Imaging

VMAT-pHluorin is a pH-sensitive fluorophore that is attached

intraluminally to the vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2).

When VMAT-pHluorin labelled vesicles fuse with the plasma mem-

brane, the fluorescent signal increases because the acidic vesicle

lumen is neutralized. This method permits measurements of fusion of

single vesicles from individual varicosities (see Ref. [40] for an

example). Since dopamine neurons co-release other neurotransmit-

ters, and transfected or transduced VMAT-pHluorin may not exactly

reproduce the localization of endogenous VMAT2, this method may

not always precisely report exocytosis of endogenous dopamine

vesicles.

Fluorescent false neurotransmitters (FFNs) are VMAT2 substrates

that are selectively loaded into monoamine-containing vesicles.

When vesicles are released, FFN diffusion leads to a decrease in

fluorescence detected in varicosities, which serves as a readout for

release (see Ref. [43�] for an example). The method permits analyses

of single varicosities, but the sensitivity is limited because only a
of these secretory machines, they have at least partially

distinct SNARE and active zone protein requirements

[18–20]. Finally, non-vesicular forms of release, for exam-

ple through reversal of the dopamine transporter, may

further contribute to dopamine transmission [21].

A convincing body of literature has established that most

dopamine transmission is mediated by vesicular exocyto-

sis. First, electron microscopy showed that axonal dopa-

mine varicosities are densely packed with clusters of

small, clear vesicles [9��,11,12]. Somatodendritic dopa-

mine release may also originate from specialized secretory

organelles, as dopamine is mainly stored in tubulo-vesic-

ular structures resembling the smooth endoplasmic retic-

ulum in the soma or dendrites [22]. Second, quantal

events, reminiscent of individual vesicular packets of

dopamine, can be recorded using amperometry or whole

cell voltage clamp (see Box 1 for dopamine release

measurements) from dopamine axons or cell bodies

[14,23–25]. Third, dopamine transmission is eliminated

by blockade or knockout of the vesicular monoamine

transporter type 2 (VMAT2) [26,27].

Vesicular release relies on SNARE proteins to mediate

membrane fusion. Dopamine release is partially sensitive

to botulinum toxins A and B, which cleave SNAP-25 or

Synaptobrevin-2, respectively [28,29], and Synaptobre-

vin-2 is localized to dopamine varicosities [30�]. It

appears, however, that release is resistant to tetanus toxin,

which also cleaves Synaptobrevin-2 [29]. These experi-

ments may be confounded by indirect effects of the toxins

on dopamine release via inhibiting the release of dopa-

mine secretion modulators (for example acetylcholine

[31,32]), or dopamine secretion could be resistant to

toxins because dopamine neurons may lack machinery

for toxin uptake. Hence, while these data generally

support that dopamine release is vesicular (Figure 1),

future studies will have to conclusively identify relevant

SNAREs.

Dopamine release is triggered by Ca2+ and is steeply

dependent on extracellular Ca2+, with potential differences

between axonal release and somatodendritic release [33].

Several early studies assessed the dependence of dopamine

release onspecificvoltage-gatedCa2+channels,butsome of

the effects may have been indirect because the manipula-

tions may have impaired the triggering of axonal dopamine

release via inhibiting cholinergic interneurons [31,32]. A

recent important study re-evaluated this point by either

activating dopamine neurons optogenetically, or by block-

ing nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) during

electrical stimulation, and found that CaV2 (N-type and

P/Q-type), CaV3 (T-type) and CaV1 (L-type) channels

contribute to dopamine release [34�]. This is different from

classical synapses, which nearly exclusively rely on

CaV2 channels [4,35]. The dependence of dopamine

release on CaV1 channels is particularly interesting,
www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2019, 57:46–53
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small portion of vesicles from a terminal are released even under

strong stimulation.

Genetically encoded dopamine sensors (dLight [61��] and GrabDA

[62��]) are fluorescent indicators obtained by engineering of dopa-

mine receptors tagged with circularly permuted GFP. These recently

developed probes have great potential because they exhibit high

sensitivity and spatiotemporal resolution in vitro and in vivo. It is

currently uncertain whether the sensors are localized like the

respective dopamine receptors.

Nanotube sensors are near-infrared fluorescent single-walled car-

bon nanotubes conjugated with single strand oligonucleotides that

are directly placed into tissue in vivo or in vitro (see Ref. [60] for an

example). Upon dopamine binding, a large increase in fluorescence

is observed. These sensors respond rapidly and are highly sensitive,

making them well suited to study spatial and temporal properties of

dopamine release. Specificity is limited because they detect other

catecholamines and ascorbic acid.
because inhibiting these channels may help dopamine

neuron survival [36].

The Ca2+ sensors for triggering axonal dopamine release

remain unknown (Figure 1). At fast synapses, Synapto-

tagmin 1, 2 or 9 trigger rapid exocytosis, and Synapto-

tagmin 7 and Doc2 mediate Ca2+ sensitivity of asynchro-

nous and spontaneous release, and of facilitation [4,7,37].

Conclusive studies of Ca2+ sensors in striatal dopamine

axons have not been conducted, and loss of function

studies to test for necessity of specific Ca2+ sensor

proteins will be necessary. Synaptotagmin 7 is necessary

for efficient somatodendritic dopamine release [38], but

it remains to be tested whether Synaptotagmin 7 func-

tions as a Ca2+ sensing protein for dopamine release.

Non-Ca2+-binding Synaptotagmins were also implicated
Figure 1
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Molecular machinery for axonal dopamine secretion.

(a) Schematic of a dopamine varicosity with an active zone-like release site

(b) SNARE proteins have been implicated in dopamine release [28,29] and S

cleavage has only partial effects on release.

(c) While Ca2+ sensors for axonal dopamine release are not known, Synapto

family Ca2+ channels all contribute to axonal dopamine secretion [34�].
(d) The active zone proteins RIM, ELKS2, Munc13-1 and Bassoon are clust

potential triggered dopamine release [30�].
Adapted in part from Ref. [4].
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in dopamine release. A recent study evaluated exocytotic

and endocytotic roles of Synaptotagmin 11 in dopamine

neurons [39], and Synaptotagmin 4 was shown to medi-

ate somatodendritic release [38]. Because Synaptotag-

min 4 and 11 do not bind Ca2+ [7], their roles in dopa-

mine release are not as Ca2+ sensors.

Active zone-like sites are essential for
dopamine release
Hallmarks of synaptic transmission are its speed and its

spatial precision: synaptic vesicles fuse within less than a

millisecond upon arrival of an action potential and their

exocytosis is restricted to release sites precisely opposed

to postsynaptic receptors [5]. This spatial and temporal

precision is mediated by the active zone, a protein net-

work that consists of the molecular scaffolds RIM, ELKS,

Bassoon, Munc13, Liprin-a and RIM-BP [6]. The active

zone tethers primed, release ready vesicles to the pre-

synaptic plasma membrane close to Ca2+ channels. Given

the dogma of volume transmission, it remained unclear

until recently whether dopamine release necessitates

such machinery.

Work over the past two years has established that axonal

dopamine release requires active zone-like release sites.

First, dopamine release is rapid, it occurs within milli-

seconds of an action potential, and it has a high initial

release probability when assessed in acute striatal brain

slices [30�]. This indicates that release-ready vesicles

must be tethered close to Ca2+ channels, which is a

functional definition of an active zone [4,6]. Notably,

release probability is more variable in cultured dopamine

neurons [40,41], and it is uncertain what the release

probability is in an intact brain of a behaving animal.
 vesicular
aptotamins?

Synapto-
tagmin 7?

V1 

V2

V3

Ca2+ source and sensors (d) active zone proteins

Munc13-1RIM

Bassoon
ELKS2

alization established function and localization
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 in green. Dotted rectangle represents the area shown in (b)–(d).

ynaptobrevin-2 has been localized to varicosities [30�], but their

tagmin 7 may partially mediate somatodendritic release [39]. CaV1-3

ered in dopamine axons [9��,30�,41], and RIM is essential for action
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Second, dopamine axons contain active zone-like protein

scaffolds with co-clustering of RIM, ELKS2, Bassoon,

and likely Munc13-1 (Figure 1), fulfilling a morphological

definition of an active zone-like site [30�]. This is sup-

ported by independent studies showing that Bassoon [41]

and ELKS [9��] are present in striatal dopamine axons,

and is further supported by a recent report that Caenor-
habditis elegans dopaminergic neurons also contain clus-

tered active zone proteins [42]. Third, conditional knock-

out of RIM abolished action potential-triggered

dopamine release nearly completely, and partially dis-

rupted the active zone-like scaffold, establishing the

necessity of these sites for release [30�]. Together, these

findings establish that dopamine release is fast and is

restricted to active zone-like sites.

A recent study found that only �20% of dopamine

varicosities are active in response to depolarization

[43�], as established with fluorescent false neurotransmit-

ters (FFNs) that mimic dopamine uptake and release

(Box 1). This finding indicates that many varicosities may

be silent. The secretory architecture of dopamine axons

supports this model (Figure 2), because only �30% of

dopamine varicosities contain active zone-like release

sites with RIM, and RIM is essential for action poten-

tial-triggered dopamine release [30�]. Given that 30% of

dopamine varicosities contain postsynaptic densities [12],

and some form GABAergic synaptic structures with the

presence of presynaptic neurexin and postsynaptic neu-

roligin-2 [9��], one model that may arise is that dopamine

is only released at synapses, which is further discussed in

the section ‘Implications for dopamine signaling’.
Figure 2
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These findings raise additional questions: are dopamine

neuron active zones identical to those at classical, fast

synapses, or are there major differences? What is the precise

molecular composition of dopamine release sites and how is

Ca2+ source-sensor coupling organized? How does each

molecular component of a dopamine release site participate

indopaminevesicleexocytosis?Doessomatodendriticdopa-

mine release rely on similar active zone machinery? We are

only at the beginning of understanding the dopamine secre-

tory machine. There are several hints, however, that dopa-

mine axons and their release sites are not identical to

‘average’ conventional axons and active zones. First, the

release sites in dopamine axons are unusually sparse, differ-

ent from most neurons [30�,43�]. Second, dopamine release

has differential protein requirements  at active zone-like

sites, with RIM being more important and ELKS less

important than at fast synapse [30�,44,45]. Third, the active

zone-like protein clusters have a different morphological

appearance [30�]. Together, these observations indicate that

the active zone-like structure in dopamine neurons is func-

tionally specialized, and systematic experimentation will be

necessary to provide detailed answers for these questions.

Regulation of dopamine release
Dopamine neuron Ca2+ signals or somatic action potential

firing are often used as a proxy for dopamine signaling in

behavioral experiments. However, axonal dopamine

release is not scaling linearly with these parameters.

Instead, the amount of extracellular dopamine that is

sensed by receptors may be regulated at many stages

including action potential propagation, dopamine produc-

tion and vesicular loading, control of the number and
ddition of new
ctive zone-like
release sites? nAChR triggering

of dopamine release

GPCR modulation
of release site function?

dopamine release varicosity
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ontrol of dopamine release. Adapted in part from Ref. [30�].
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efficiency of vesicular release sites, and regulation of

dopamine reuptake. We will here focus on recent progress

of key regulators of dopamine release (Figure 2): the

dependence on action potential firing, striatal acetylcho-

line, and dopamine D2 autoreceptors. A common feature

of these factors is that they strongly modulate efficiency

of the dopamine vesicle fusion step, but the underlying

molecular mechanisms have remained elusive.

Action potentials are a strong driving force for dopamine

release. During microdialysis, reverse dialysis of tetrodo-

toxin into the striatum to block action potential firing

reduces extracellular dopamine levels by �70% [30�].
However, not every action potential drives the same

amount of dopamine release. An important example for

this is short-term plasticity: because of the high initial

release probability, release from dopamine neurons

depresses strongly during a short action potential train,

and the depression persists for tens of seconds after firing

[30�,46]. Given the tonic firing of dopamine neurons at

0.2–10 Hz, it is likely that dopamine neurons are in a state

of depletion, and extended quiescence before action

potential firing is likely positively correlated with the

amount of dopamine released by an action potential.

In some cases, dopamine release is independent of

somatic action potential firing. Dopamine release is pow-

erfully triggered by activation of b2-containing nAChRs

localized on dopamine axons, independent of ascending

action potentials from midbrain dopamine neuron somata

[31,32]. Because the striatal cholinergic interneurons are

firing tonically [47], they may strongly influence dopa-

mine signaling. Another perhaps related example is

reward expectation, during which striatal dopamine levels

gradually increase without enhanced dopamine neuron

firing [48�]. Hence, local striatal mechanisms can lead to

increases in extracellular dopamine independent of

somatic dopamine neuron action potentials, and it will

be important to identify these mechanisms and assess

their roles in dopamine signaling.

It is also possible that not all somatic dopamine neuron

action potentials reach the dopamine varicosities. Dopa-

mine axons are unmyelinated and extensively arborized

[49]. Therefore, action potential propagation is costly as it

requires activation of membrane conductances over large

axonal surfaces, and modeling supports that propagation

failures may be common in these complex axons [50]. A

recent study further showed that local opening of potas-

sium conductances can inhibit action potential propaga-

tion through shunting [51].

Dopamine axons express Gi-coupled D2 autoreceptors

that are sensitive to tonic and phasic dopamine [52,53�].
Activation of these autoreceptors inhibits dopamine syn-

thesis, enhances dopamine uptake and regulates VMAT2

expression [3]. At the soma, D2 receptors are coupled to
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2019, 57:46–53 
GIRK potassium channels and their activation inhibits

dopamine neuron firing [13]. An interesting question is

whether D2 receptor activation, and activation of other

axonal GPCRs, can directly regulate components of the

active zone-like dopamine release sites. Given that dopa-

mine release requires these sites and several active zone

proteins are regulated by GPCR signaling, for example

via protein kinase A [6], these sites would be predestined

as molecular substrates for regulation. Alternatively, or

complementary to regulating individual sites, the overall

number of axonal release sites could also be regulated.

This may be a particularly powerful way of modulating

dopamine release, because at baseline, only �30% of

dopamine vesicle clusters are associated with secretory

sites [30�].

Implications for dopamine signaling
Dopamine has long been considered a volume transmitter

that diffuses upon release to mediate effects in many cells

over a large area, and on a slow time scale [8,16,17].

Recent progress, however, has started to paint a more

complex picture, with evidence for both fast and slow

coding mechanisms for dopamine [1,2]. Recording and

imaging studies found that dopamine codes events on the

order of hundreds of milliseconds [54], and that dopamine

neuron activity is regulated on similarly rapid time scales

[55–57,58�]. These studies establish subsecond coding

roles for dopamine, but it has remained unclear how the

striatal organization of dopamine release and reception

could account for such rapid coding functions.

The firing of dopamine axons elicits dopamine release

with very fast kinetics, and this release activates dopa-

mine receptors with a signaling speed of tens of milli-

seconds [30�,52,53�]. An interesting working model is that

action potential-driven dopamine release may preferably

or exclusively happen at active zone-like sites, and most

dopamine varicosities are silent because they do not

contain such sites [30�,43�]. Hence, extracellular dopa-

mine levels are highly spatially and temporally variable,

with hotspots of short-lived peaks of dopamine. A better

understanding of the spatial organization of dopamine

receptors relative to these dopamine hot spots will be

essential for understanding how the structural organiza-

tion of the striatum supports the time scales of dopamine

coding. Receptors could be evenly distributed on target

cells, only ‘synaptically’ clustered, or be organized in any

way between these two extremes. Electron microscopic

studies indeed found that �30% of dopamine varicosities

are associated with postsynaptic specializations [8,11],

and it is possible that these specializations exactly align

with the sparse active zone-like dopamine release sites.

Dopamine neurons corelease GABA [27], and GABAergic

receptors are precisely opposed to dopaminergic presyn-

aptic structures containing ELKS2/CAST [9��]. The pre-

cise distribution of the two major dopamine receptor

families (D1 Gs- and D2 Gi-GPCRs) relative to the
www.sciencedirect.com
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secretory sites remains to be elucidated. Although dopa-

mine receptors are often found extrasynaptically

[9��,11,12], a recent study found that D2 receptors tagged

with GFP by knockin are present in small clusters in the

midbrain [59]. In addition, dopamine is detected in hot-

spots upon release, diffusion is confined [60] and striatal

D2-receptors are activated rapidly [52,53�]. It is thus

possible that dopamine is only released at synaptic sites

and sensed at nearby, possibly clustered receptors. A

synapse-like organization with postsynaptic GABA recep-

tors and nearby synaptic or perisynaptic dopamine recep-

tor clusters could be one way to support rapid dopamine

coding.

We have here summarized recent progress on the striatal

secretory machine for dopamine and have hypothesized

how this secretory machine could be embedded in local

striatal release triggering and dopamine sensing mecha-

nisms to support fast dopamine functions. Future work

will need to assess these hypotheses and will rely on new

tools. Recent progress in the development of microscopic

methods, including fluorescent dopamine sensors

[61��,62��] and super-resolution microscopy will help to

better assess the microarchitecture and function of striatal

dopamine signaling.
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